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Nondecoupling effects related to a large mt affecting nonoblique radiative corrections in vertices
sZb¯bd and boxes (B-B¯ mixing and eK ) are sensitive to the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry
breaking. In the framework of the effective chiral electroweak standard model there is only one
Osp4d operator which modifies the longitudinal part of the W1 boson without touching the oblique
corrections. This operator affects the Zb¯b vertex, the B-B¯ mixing, and the CP-violating parameter
eK , generating interesting correlations among the hard m4t lnm2t corrections to these observables.
[S0031-9007(97)02873-1]
PACS numbers: 12.15.Lk, 11.30.Qc, 12.60.NzOne of the basic ingredients of the standard model (SM)
is the spontaneous breaking of the electroweak gauge
symmetry. In the SM it is implemented through the Higgs
mechanism in which the would-be Goldstone excitations
are absorbed into the longitudinal degrees of freedom of
the gauge bosons. The spontaneous symmetry breaking
(SSB) is realized linearly, that means, by the use of a
scalar field which acquires a nonzero vacuum expectation
value. The spectrum of physical particles contains then
not only the massive vector bosons but also a neutral
scalar Higgs field which must be relatively light.
In a more general scenario, the SSB can be parame-
trized in terms of a nonrenormalizable Lagrangian which
contains the SM gauge symmetry realized nonlinearly
[1,2]. This nonlinearly realized SM is also called the
chiral realization of the SM sxSMd due to its similarity
with low-energy quantum chromodynamics (QCD) chiral
Lagrangians. It includes, with a particular choice of the
parameters of the Lagrangian, the SM, as long as the en-
ergies involved are small compared with the Higgs mass
which is not present in the effective Lagrangian. In ad-
dition, it can also accommodate any model that reduces
to the SM at low energies as happens in many techni-
color scenarios. The price to be paid for this general
parametrization is the loss of renormalizability and, there-
fore, the appearance of many couplings which must be
determined from experiment or computed in a more fun-
damental theory.
Since the SSB is related to the bosonic sector, one
would expect that any deviation from the SM SSB mecha-
nism would affect especially the gauge-boson propagation
properties, the so-called oblique corrections, which are pa-
rametrized in terms of the S,T ,U parameters [3] (or the
e1, e2 and e3 parameters [4]). In fact, these corrections
have been studied extensively in the framework of the
xSM [5]. In particular, one would think that one should
look into quantities which are MH dependent in the SM to
test the SSB sector. However, it is interesting to realize
that the only MH -dependent radiative correction, Dr, has
an agreement with the SM prediction at the per-mil level.0031-9007y97y78(15)y2902(4)$10.00Vertex corrections, whose MH dependence appears only
at the two-loop level, are not so well known. [And, in
fact, in the past there has been a big controversy about the
Rb ­ GsZ ! bb¯ dyGsZ ! hadronsd value.]
On the other hand, the would-be Goldstone bosons
coming from SSB also couple to fermions. In fact, all
nondecoupling effects of the SM related to a large top-
quark mass, mt , come from the coupling of the would-
be Goldstone bosons to the top quark. Therefore, we
can expect any nondecoupling quantity related to a heavy
top quark to be sensitive to the would-be Goldstone
boson propagation properties and couplings, that is, to the
specific mechanism of SSB.
In the SM, large m2t effects appear, in addition to
the oblique corrections, in the vertex Zbb¯, that is in
Rb ­ GbyGh, and in B-B¯ and K-K¯ mixing. [Of course,
nondecoupling effects appear in other observables, but
present experiments are sensitive enough to see the effects
only in the quantities we just mentioned.] Then, we will
use these quantities to explore possible deviations of the
SM spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism. To do
so, we will use a xSM only for the bosonic sector of
the theory and leave fermion couplings as in the linear
SM. [Possible modifications of the fermionic couplings
of the gauge bosons have been investigated in Ref. [6].
However, these couplings affect the oblique corrections
as well.]
It turns out that there is only one operator in the effec-
tive Lagrangian that affects the Zbb¯ vertex without touch-
ing the oblique corrections (which, as mentioned before,
agrees with the SM at the per-mil level). This operator
modifies the propagation properties of the charged would-
be Goldstone bosons, that is, the longitudinal component
of the W1 boson. Therefore, it will also affect any ob-
servable in which the nondecoupling effects of a large mt
are important, in particular, B-B¯ mixing and eK .
In the nonlinear realization of the SM the Gold-
stone bosons pa associated with the SSB of SUs2dL 3
SUs2dR ! SUs2dL1R are collected in a matrix field
Usxd ­ expsipatayyd. The operators in the effective© 1997 The American Physical Society
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of covariant derivatives acting on Usxd.
The lowest-order operators just fix the values of the
Z and W mass at tree level and do not carry any
information on the underlying physics. Therefore, in
order to extract some information on new physics, we
must start studying the effects coming from higher-order
operators. Departure of those coefficients from the SM
predictions can be a hint for the existence of new physics.
The lowest-order effective chiral Lagrangian can be
written in the following way:
L ­ LB 1 Lc 1 LY , (1)
where
LB ­ 2
1
2
TrsWˆmnWˆmn 1 BˆmnBˆmnd
1
y2
4
TrsDmU1DmUd , (2)
with Wˆmn ­ Wamntay2, Bˆmn ­ Bmnt3y2, and DmU ­
›mU 1 i
g
2 W
m
a taU 2 i
g0
2 B
mUt3. Lc is the usual
fermionic kinetic Lagrangian and
LY ­ 2Q¯LUMqQR 1 H.c. , (3)
where Mq is a 2 3 2 block-diagonal matrix containing the3 3 3 mass matrices of the up and down quarks, and QL
and QR are doublets containing the up and down quarks
for the three families in the weak basis.
At the next order that contains, at most, four deriva-
tives, the CP and SUs2dL › Us1dY invariant effective
chiral Lagrangian with only gauge bosons and Goldstone
fields is described by the 15 operators reported in Ref. [2]:
L ­
P14
i­0 aiOi .
The usual oblique corrections are sensitive to a0
sa8 1 a13d and sa1 1 a13d; the present data bound these
couplings below the 1% level. On the other hand, the
operators proportional to a2, a3, a9, and a14 parametrize
the effective non-Abelian gauge couplings that are tested
by LEP2. The operators contributing to three- and four-
point Green functions sa2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a9, a10, a14d
modify the oblique corrections only at the one-loop level;
thus, the present bounds on those couplings are rather
weak s,10%d. The other couplings sa11, a12d remain
untested because, although quadratic in the Goldstone
fields, they do not contribute to the oblique corrections
even at one loop. For instance, the operator proportional
to a11,
O11 ­ TrfsDmV md2g , (4)
with Vm ­ sDmUdU1 and DmVm ­ ›mVm 1 igfWˆm, V mg
generates corrections to the two-point Green function of
the W1, Z, and would-be Goldstone bosons:O11 ­ g
2W 1m ›
m›nW2n 1
g2Z
2
Zm›
m›nZn 2 4p
1 ›
4
y2
p2 2 2p3
›4
y2
p3 1
2g
y
W1m ›
m›2p2 1
2g
y
W2m ›
m›2p1
1
2gZ
y
Z1m ›
m›2p3 1 Osp3d . (5)However, all these interactions always involve the longi-
tudinal components of the gauge bosons and so do not
enter directly into the ei parameters. The same happens
to the operators O12 and O13, which affect only the longi-
tudinal part of the neutral Z boson.
The effects of the operator O11 can be seen more easily
once we use the following equation of motion involving
the operators of the Lagrangian to lowest order: [This
is allowed in the effective Lagrangian, even at the one-
loop level, as long as we keep only the dominant pieces.
The use of the equations of motion is equivalent to a
redefinition of the fields which affects only higher-order
operators in the effective Lagrangian.]
DmV
m ­
i
y2
DmsQ¯LgmtaQLtad , (6)
iDyQL ­ UMqQR , iDyQR ­ M1q U
1QL . (7)
Then the operator O11 can be rewritten as
O11 ­
g4
8M4W
fQ¯staUMqPR 2 M1q U
1taPLdQg2, (8)
where PL and PR are the left and right chirality projectors.By writing (8) in terms of the mass eigenstates, and
keeping only the terms proportional to the top-quark mass,
we obtain
O11 ­
g4
8M4W
m2t
ˆ
st¯g5td2 2 4
d,s,bX
f,f 0
s f¯ 0LtRd st¯RfLdVtfV
p
tf 0
!
.
(9)
Therefore, the effect to the lowest order of the modifica-
tion of the would-be Goldstone propagator can be writ-
ten as a four-fermion interaction proportional to quark
masses. This kind of operator also appears in the analysis
of new physics with an effective Lagrangian with SSB re-
alized linearly [7]. However, the explicit m2t yM4W factor
in Eq. (9) has its origin in the bosonic operator of Eq. (4).
Four-fermion interactions are much more convenient
for explicit calculations and also to understand the effects
of the new operator. For instance, it is clear that the
four-fermion interaction can only contribute to the gauge-
boson self-energies at two loops and therefore do not
contribute to the ei parameters at one loop.
We now discuss some observables affected by the new
interaction.2903
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the Zb¯b vertex. We parametrize the effective Zb¯b vertex
as
g
cW
ZmsgbLb¯LgmbL 1 g
b
Rb¯RgmbRd , (10)
with the values of the tree level couplings, gbL ­ 21y2 1
s2W y3 and gbR ­ s2W y3.
At one loop we parametrize the effect of new physics
as a shift in the couplings:
gbL,R ! gbL,R 1 dgbL,R . (11)
We calculate the one-loop contribution of the operator
O11, keeping only the divergent logarithmic piece. This
means we neglect any possible local contribution from the
chiral Lagrangian at order p6. The relevant diagram is
depicted in Fig. 1(a) and the result is
dgL ­ 2
a
4ps2w
a11
g2
4
m4t
M4W
ln L
2
m2t
. (12)
[The same result is, of course, obtained using the original
form (4) for O11, where the effect of this operator appears
as a modification of the longitudinal W propagator.
However, one needs to consider a larger number of
Feynman diagrams in this case.] A shift in the Zbb¯
couplings gives a shift in Rb given by
FIG. 1. (a) Contribution of the effective operator O11 to
Z ! bb¯. (b) Contribution of the effective operator O11 to B-B¯
mixing2904Rb ­ R
SM
b
1 1 dNPbV
1 1 RSMb d
NP
bV
, (13)
with
dNPbV ­
dGb
GSMb
ø 2
gbL
sgbLd2 1 sg
b
Rd2
dgbL ­ 24.58 dg
b
L.
(14)
The ALEPH collaboration has presented a new analysis
of Rb data which leads to results which are compatible
with the standard model predictions at the one-sigma
level [8]. In fact, the new world average is [9] Rb ­
0.2178 6 0.0011 to be compared with the SM expectation
for mt ­ 175 GeV , RSMb ­ 0.2157 6 0.0002. Clearly,
the new value of Rb is within two standard deviations of
the standard model predictions [10].
Using these data on Rb , we get
dNPbV ­ 0.012 6 0.007 . (15)
K-K¯ and B-B¯ mixing.—In the SM, the mixing between
the B0 meson and its antiparticle is completely dominated
by the top contribution. The explicit mt dependence
of the corresponding box diagram is given by the loop
function [11]
SsxtdSM ­
xt
4
•
1 1
9
1 2 xt
2
6
s1 2 xtd2
2
6x2t ln xt
s1 2 xtd3
‚
,
xt ;
m¯2t
M2W
, (16)
which contains the hard m2t term, Ssxtd , xty4, in-
duced by the longitudinal W exchanges. The same func-
tion regulates the top-quark contribution to the K-K¯
mixing parameter «K . The measured top-mass, mt ­
175 6 6 GeV fmt ; mtsmtd ­ 167 6 6 GeVg, implies
SsxtdSM ­ 2.40 6 0.13.
The correction induced by the new operator, O11, can
be parametrized as a shift on the function Ssxtd. The
calculation of the diagrams in Fig. 1(b) leads to the
following result:
Ssxtd ­ SsxtdSM 1 dSsxtd ,
dSsxtd ­ 2a11
g2m4t
2M4W
ln L
2
m2t
. (17)
Thus, the hard m4t lnm2t contributions to d
NP
bV and dSsxtd
are correlated:
dSsxtd ­
32p2
jVtbj2g2 dg
b
L ­ 2163d
NP
bV . (18)
We can use the measured B0d-B¯0d mixing [12], DMB0d ­
s0.464 6 0.018d 3 1012 s21, to infer the experimental
value of Ssxtd and, therefore, to set a limit on the dgbL
contribution. The explicit dependence on the quark-
mixing parameters can be resolved by putting together the
constraints from DMB0d , «K , and Gsb ! udyGsb ! cd.
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mixing matrix, one has
Vtd
lVcb

­
q
s1 2 rd2 1 h2
­
s1.21 6 0.09dp
Ssxtd
185 MeVp
hB s
p
2 fB
p
BB d
­
s1.2110.5020.30dp
Ssxtd
, (19)
hfs1 2 rdA2h2 Ssxtd 1 P0gA2BK ­ 0.226 , (20)
Vub
lVcb

­
q
r2 1 h2 ­ 0.36 6 0.09 . (21)
We have taken l ; jVusj ­ 0.2205 6 0.0018, jVcbj ;
Al2 ­ 0.040 6 0.003, and jVub jyjVcbj ­ 0.08 6 0.02.
The numerical factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (19)
should be understood as an allowed range, because the
error is dominated by the large theoretical uncertainties
in the hadronic matrix element of the DB ­ 2 operator;
it corresponds to [14,15] phB s
p
2 fB
p
BB d ­ s185 6
45d MeV . In Eq. (20), h2 ­ 0.57 6 0.01 is the short-
distance QCD correction [16], while P0 ­ 0.31 6 0.02
takes into account the charm contributions [14]. For the
DS ­ 2 hadronic matrix element we have chosen the
range [15] BK ­ 0.6 6 0.2.
Both the circle (19) and the hyperbola (20) depend on
the value of Ssxtd. The intersection of the two circles
(19) and (21) restricts Ssxtd to be in the range 0.39 ,
jSsxtdj , 9.7. The request of simultaneous intersection
with the hyperbola eK imposes a further constraint.
Since a positive value of BK is obtained by all present
calculations and SsxtdSM . 0, the SM implies a positive
value for h. In our case, the constraint that the total
Ssxtd ­ SsxtdSM 1 dSsxtd is positive does not exist and
this opens the possibility of solutions also with h , 0;
however, this would imply a huge correction dSsxtd.
Taking h . 0, the three curves (bands) intersect if
Ssxtd . Ssxtdmin ­ 1.0.
The minimum value of Ssxtd is reached for V maxcd ,
BmaxK , and jVubyVcb jmax. Taking a more conservative
60.14 error in Eq. (21) (corresponding to jVubyVcbj ­
0.08 6 0.03) would result in Ssxtdmin ­ 0.8.
The shift in gbL required by Rb [Eq. (15)] and relation
(18) imply
dS ­ 22.0 6 1.1 , (22)
i.e., 20.7 , Ssxtd , 1.5. Thus, the present experimental
measurements of Rb and the low-energy constraints from
the usual unitarity triangle fits are compatible with the
introduction of the operator O11.
From Eqs. (18) and (15) and the constraint S $ Smin ­
1, we can see that the maximum (positive) value of dNPbV
allowed by low-energy physics is
dNPbV , 0.01 ,which is even stronger than the values obtained by the
present direct measurements of Rb [Eq. (15)]. For L ,
1 TeV , this translates into an O s10%d upper bound on
a11; this is comparable to the present limits for those
couplings which contribute to the oblique corrections at
the one-loop level.
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